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Abstract. We show – starting from a hypermeasurable-type large
cardinal assumption – that one can force a model where 2ℵω = ℵω+2,
ℵω strong limit, and the tree property holds at all ℵ2n, for n > 0.
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SCH at ℵω is consistent with many cardinals below ℵω having the
tree property.
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1 Introduction

Assume that ℵω is a strong limit cardinal. It is an open question whether one
can have the tree property at every ℵn, 1 < n < ω, and simultaneously obtain
a failure of GCH at ℵω with ℵω strong limit. The failure of SCH at ℵω is a
necessary condition for a positive answer to an even more difficult question,
whether one can have the tree property also at ℵω+2 (together with the tree
property below). Finally, one can wish to have the tree property at ℵω+1 as
well.1,2

Some partial answers have been given. Cummings and Foreman showed in [3]
that, from ω-many supercompacts, one have the tree property at every ℵn,
1 < n < ω, where ℵω is a strong limit cardinal satisfying 2ℵω = ℵω+1. Neeman
[17] recently extended this result and showed that the tree property can hold in
the whole interval [ℵ2,ℵω+1] (ℵω is again strong limit and 2ℵω = ℵω+1).

In [3], it is also proved from similar assumptions that one can get the tree
property at κ++ for a strong limit cardinal κ with cofinality ω; it is claimed
that κ can be as low as ℵω, but no proof of this result is given in [3]. The
consistency of the tree property at ℵω+2, ℵω strong limit, was first proved from
the existence of a weakly compact hypermeasurable cardinal in [6]; in [6], the
tree property below ℵω is not discussed but one can show that the tree property
holds at every fourth cardinal below ℵω. Gitik [9] reproved (among other things)
the main result of [6] using the optimal hypothesis; in the Gitik model in [9], the
tree property below ℵω is not explicitly controlled; by the setup of the forcing,
if ℵn has the tree property for some n > 1, then the next cardinal with the tree
property is roughly ℵn+n.

Unfortunately, there seems to be little hope in combining the ideas from [3] and
[6] to get the tree property at every ℵn, 1 < n < ω, together with the tree
property at ℵω+2 (or at least the failure of SCH at ℵω). The reason is that the
argument in [6] heavily uses the properties of extender ultrapower embeddings,
while [3] uses supercompact cardinals (it is known that the tree property at
successive cardinals requires very large cardinals).3

In this paper, we show that if we step back a little and ask for the tree property
below ℵω at every other cardinal, we can have the failure of SCH at ℵω, and
moreover from very mild assumptions. The tree property at every ℵ2n for 0 <
n < ω is potentially problematic because the powersets “touch each other” (i.e.
2ℵ2n ≥ ℵ2n+2), which causes interference. This interference is relatively simple
to overcome locally for a fixed pair of cardinals, such as ℵ2 and ℵ4 (this result is

1The ultimate goal is to have the tree property at every regular cardinal greater than ℵ1,
but this is another story; we will stay with ℵω in this paper. We just remark that Sinapova
[18], generalizing Neeman [16], showed that the tree property can hold at ℵω2+1, ℵω2 strong

limit, and 2ℵω2 > ℵω2+1; a similar result for ℵω is still open; in Sinapova [18], the tree
property below ℵω2 (or at ℵω2+2) is not controlled.

2One can also drop the condition that ℵω is strong limit. With ℵω not being strong limit,
Fontanella and Friedman showed that one can construct a model where the tree property
holds at ℵω+1 and ℵω+2 at the same time; see [5].

3At first glance, it seems that a strong assumption featuring supercompact cardinals is
at least as good as as the weaker one in [6], but this rule does not apply here: an extender
embedding generated by a system of ultrafilters has a simpler representation which allows
some diagonal constructions which are not possible with supercompact embeddings.
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implicit already in [15]), but obtaining the tree property at every other cardinal
below ℵω requires new ideas. We start – in Theorem 5.1 – by showing that if we
are satisfied with 2ℵω = ℵω+1, then ω-many weakly compact cardinals suffice to
get the tree property at every ℵ2n, 0 < n < ω. In Theorem 6.1 we proceed to
show that we can get in addition 2ℵω = ℵω+2.

The proof of the main Theorem 6.1 uses the properties of the κ-Sacks forcing, for
a regular κ (not necessarily inaccessible). The fusion construction available for
this forcing allows us to construct a generic for a guiding forcing at the double
successor of the critical point (see Lemma 6.9); note that the usual constructions
with the Levy collapse start at the triple successor of the critical point (under
similar circumstances). The guiding generic at the double successor allows us
to reduce the gap between two successive cardinals with the tree property to 2
(in the final model). Moreover, the fusion construction allows us to lift certain
generic elementary embeddings and thus show that the tree property is not
destroyed by the Prikry collapse (see Lemma 6.20, and Lemma 6.22).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review basic forcing notation
and notational conventions regarding the generalized Sacks forcing. In Section
3, we introduce a criterion for not adding new cofinal branches to trees; unlike
similar criteria for forcings with nice chain conditions or nice closure, our cri-
terion is based on fusion. In Section 4, we apply the criterion to the forcing
iteration which we will use in the proof. In Section 5, we prove the first theorem
which says that from ω-many weakly compact cardinals one can get a model
where the tree property holds at every ℵ2n for 0 < n < ω. We use the Mitchell
forcing for this result. In Section 6, we prove the main theorem which says
that from hypermeasurable-type assumptions, one can force the tree property
at every ℵ2n, 0 < n < ω, together with 2ℵω = ℵω+2, ℵω strong limit. We end
the paper with some open questions.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

We first fix the notation which we use in the paper.

We use the symbol | to denote restriction of a function. In particular, if b ∈ 2α

for some α and β < α, then b|β is the restriction of b to β.

Regarding forcing, we use the following notation. For a regular cardinal κ, we
say that a forcing notion P is κ-closed (or κ-distributive) if every decreasing
sequence of conditions of length < κ has a lower bound (or every family of < κ
many dense open sets has a non-empty intersection). P has the κ-cc if every
antichain has size less than κ; P is κ-Knaster if in every family of conditions of
size at least κ one can find a subfamily of size at least κ of mutually compatible
conditions.

For any forcing P and p ∈ P : if p  ẋ ∈ V , we say that p decides, or equivalently
determines x if p  ẋ = y̌ for some y ∈ V .

If P is an iteration of length β, and γ < β, we write P (< γ) ∗ P (≥ γ) to
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denote the forcing equivalent to P , viewed as an iteration P (< γ) indexed by
δ < γ, followed by the tail iteration P (≥ γ). We use the analogous notation for
conditions and generic filters: p(< γ), and g(< γ), for p ∈ P and a generic filter
g; sometimes we write g<γ instead of g(< γ). We do use subscripts and write
Pα instead of P (< α) if this is an established notation in the literature (as in
P = 〈(Pα, Q̇α) : α < κ〉, where P is an iteration).

Assume P = 〈(Pα, Q̇α) : α < λ〉 is an iteration for some λ > 0. We say that
P is a κ-support iteration, for a regular κ, if the support of the conditions in P
has size at most κ (similarly for a product). The support of a condition p in P
is denoted as supp(p).

By Cohen forcing at κ for a regular κ we mean the set of partial functions from
κ to 2 of size < κ; ordering is by reverse inclusion. We denote this forcing
Add(κ, 1). The product Add(κ, α) is viewed as a set of partial functions from
κ× α to 2 of size < κ.

2.2 Generalized Sacks forcing

We often deal with the generalised Sacks forcing in this paper. We include basic
definitions here; for more details see [13].

Definition 2.1 Let κ ≥ ω be a regular cardinal. By a perfect κ-tree, we mean
a set (T,⊆) such that

(i) T ⊆ 2<κ, T is closed under initial segments, i.e. if t ∈ T , s ∈ 2<κ, and
s ⊆ t, then s ∈ T ;

(ii) Above every t ∈ T , there is a splitting node, i.e. ∀t ∈ T ∃s ∈ T (t ⊆ s &
sa0 ∈ T & sa1 ∈ T );

(iii) If 〈sα : α < γ〉, γ < κ, is a ⊆-increasing sequence of nodes in T , then the
union s =

⋃
α<γ sα is in T ;

(iv) (Continuity). If there are unboundedly many splitting nodes below s ∈ T ,
then s splits, i.e. if s ∈ T , and for every t ( s there exists a splitting node
t′, t ( t′ ( s, then s splits in T .

Definition 2.2 For a regular κ ≥ ω, Sacks forcing at κ, or κ-Sacks forcing, is
the collection of all perfect κ-trees as in Definition 2.1. Extension is by inclusion.

We denote the κ-Sacks forcing by Sacks(κ, 1). A κ-support product and iteration
of κ-Sacks forcing is denoted Sacks(κ, α) (according to the context).

We now review some basic definitions concerning trees. We will only consider
trees (T,⊆) where T ⊆ 2<κ for some regular κ.

If T is a κ-tree and t is in T , we write T |t for the restriction of T to t:

(2.1) T |t = {s ∈ T : t ⊆ s or s ⊆ t}.

We say that t is a stem in the tree T if T |t = T . Sometimes by stem we mean
the maximal stem, i.e. a stem which splits (this will be clear from the context).
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If 〈Ti : i ∈ I〉 is a sequence of trees and 〈ti : i ∈ I〉 are such that ti ∈ Ti for
i ∈ I, then we write 〈Ti : i ∈ I〉|〈ti : i ∈ I〉 to denote the coordinate-wise
restriction of 〈Ti : i ∈ I〉 to 〈ti : i ∈ I〉.

If p is a sequence of names for trees, i.e. p is a condition in the iteration
Sacks(κ, α), and 〈ti : i < α〉 is a sequence of elements in 2<κ, we define the
restriction of p to 〈ti : i < α〉

(2.2) p|〈ti : i < α〉

only in the case it makes sense, i.e. by induction on β < α, the following hold
for every β < α:

(i) p|〈ti : i < β〉 forces that tβ is in p(β), and
(ii) p|〈ti : i < β+1〉 is the condition p|〈ti : i < β〉ar where r is a name forced

by p|〈ti : i < β〉 to be the tree p(β) restricted to tβ .

If T and T ′ are two trees such that T ′ ⊆ T and s is a stem of T ′, we say that S
is an amalgamation of T and T ′ (with respect to s) if the subtree T |s is replaced
by T ′ in T :

(2.3) S = (T \ (T |s)) ∪ T ′.

One can amalgamate more than two trees by applying this definition succes-
sively.

If s ∈ T is a splitting node, then we say that its splitting rank is α if the order
type of the set {s′ ( s : s′ is a splitting node in T} is equal to α. We write
Splitα(T ) to denote the collection of all nodes in T of splitting rank α, and
Succα(T ) to denote the set of all s ∈ T such that s = s′a0 or s′a1 for some
s′ ∈ Splitα(T ) (the successors of the splitting nodes of rank α). Finally, we say
that s ∈ T has cofinality α if s ∈ 2β and cf(β) = α.

3 Fusion and the criterion for not adding new
branches

Let Q be a forcing notion and G a Q-generic filter. We say that a sequence of
ground-model objects x = 〈ai : i < κ〉 in V [G] is fresh if for every α < κ, x�α
is in V , but x is in V [G] \ V . Note that x can be a sequence of 0’s and 1’s and
can thus represent a characteristic function of a subset of κ – a fresh subset of
κ; or more generally, x can be a sequence of nodes in a tree T ∈ V .

We give some examples to illustrate the notion of a fresh sequence.

(a) For any regular cardinal κ > ω, the single Cohen forcing Add(κ, 1) adds a
fresh subset of κ. Or more generally, if P is κ-distributive and adds a new
subset of κ, then any such subset is fresh.

(b) If κ is regular, and P is κ-Knaster, then P does not add a fresh subset of
κ ([2]). In particular, if κ<κ = κ, then Add(κ, α) for any α does not add a
fresh subset of any regular λ > κ because it is λ-Knaster for any such λ.

(c) If P is κ-closed, adds new subsets of κ, but is not κ+-Knaster, then it may
or may not add a fresh subset of κ+.
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– If κ<κ = κ in the ground model, then Sacks(κ, 1) does not add a fresh
subset of κ+: Let g be Sacks(κ, 1)-generic. If x is a set of ordinals in
V [g]\V , then g is actually in V [x∩a] for some a in V of size κ. If x were
a fresh subset of κ+, then V [x ∩ a] for any a of size κ is equal to V , and
hence V [x ∩ a] cannot construct the generic g.

– For any α ≥ κ+, the product and iteration of the Sacks forcing Sacks(κ, α)
does add a fresh subset of κ+. This holds because the support of the
conditions in the product and iteration is of size ≤ κ, and so the Cohen
forcing Add(κ+, 1) can be completely embedded.

(d) Interestingly, P may add fresh subsets of κ+, and yet not add new cofinal
branches to κ+-trees. Let T be a κ+-tree. Then if P is κ+-closed, it cannot
add a new cofinal branch to T ([2]). However, P can add a fresh subset of
κ+ (take for instance Add(κ+, 1) for κ ≥ ω). A more difficult argument (see
Theorem 4.3) shows that for regular κ, Sacks(κ, α) for α ≥ κ+ does not add
new branches to κ+-trees while it does add fresh subsets of κ+.

In the course of the proof, we will be dealing with Sacks-like forcings with
fusion and we will ask whether or not they add new cofinal branches to existing
trees – we will isolate the concept of “strongly failing to decide fresh sequences”
as a criterion for not adding new branches (see Definition 3.3). To make the
discussion more transparent, we introduce in Definition 3.1 an abstract notion
of fusion (this definition will be useful in Theorem 3.4 which can be formulated
with no reference to a particular forcing).

Definition 3.1 Assume κ<κ = κ. Let P be a κ-support iteration of length
λ > 0 which has greatest lower bounds for ≤-decreasing sequences ~p of conditions
of length < κ (we denote these infima by

∧
~p). Set X = [λ]<κ \ {∅}. We say

that P together with relations ≤α,x (α < κ, x ∈ X) satisfies κ-fusion if and
only if there exists a function f from the ≤-decreasing sequences of length < κ
of conditions in P to X such that:

(i) p ≤α,x q implies p ≤ q for all p, q in P .
(ii) f satisfies the following:

(a) f is non-decreasing under inclusion, i.e. if ~q = 〈qβ : β < α∗〉 extends
a sequence ~p = 〈pβ : β < α〉 for α ≤ α∗, then f(~p) ⊆ f(~q).

(b) f is continuous at limits, i.e. if δ < κ is a limit ordinal, and ~p =
〈pβ : β < δ〉 is a ≤-decreasing sequence of conditions, then f(~p) =⋃
β<δ f(~p|β).

(iii) Whenever ~p = 〈pα : α < κ〉 is a ≤-decreasing sequence of conditions
continuous at limits (for every limit δ, pδ =

∧
β<δ pβ) which satisfies

pα+1 ≤α,xα pα,

for all α < κ, where xα = f(~p|α),

then the entire sequence 〈pα : α < κ〉 has a greatest lower bound q. We
say that 〈pα : α < κ〉 is a fusion sequence and q is its fusion limit.

Remark 3.2 We say that a κ-support iteration P satisfies κ-fusion if Definition
3.1 holds for some choice of relations ≤α,x’s and function f .

For the usual Sacks iteration at ω of length ω2, X consists of non-empty finite
subsets of ω2, p ≤n,x q says that p ≤ q and all splitting nodes of rank n on the
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coordinates in x still have rank n in q, and f requires that the x’s be chosen in
such a way that their union is equal to the whole support of the fusion limit.
See Section 4 for more details and examples.

Definition 3.3 Assume κ<κ = κ. Assume P and ≤α,x (α < κ, x ∈ X) are as
in Definition 3.1. We say that P together with ≤α,x (α < κ, x ∈ X) strongly
fails to decide fresh κ+-sequences if the following hold.

Whenever Ḃ is a name for a fresh sequence of length κ+, i.e.

(3.4) 1  “Ḃ is a fresh sequence of length κ+, ”

then for every p ∈ P , every α < κ, every δ < κ+, and every x ∈ X, there exist
p0 ≤α,x p and p1 ≤α,x p and γ, with δ < γ < κ+, such that whenever r0 ≤ p0

and r1 ≤ p1 and

(3.5) r0  Ḃ|γ = b̌0 and r1  Ḃ|γ = b̌1,

then

(3.6) b0 6= b1.

That is, r0 and r1 force contradictory information about Ḃ restricted to γ.

Theorem 3.4 Assume κ<κ = κ and let P be an iteration which together with
relations ≤α,x (α < κ, x ∈ X) satisfies κ-fusion and strongly fails to decide
fresh κ+-sequences. Then P does not add new branches to κ+-trees, and more
generally, if κ ≤ ρ and 2κ > ρ, P does not add new branches to ρ+-trees.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that, without loss of generality, the weakest
condition in P forces that Ḃ is a new branch through the ρ+-tree T . We will
build by induction a labeled binary tree4 T = {(ps, xs) : s ∈ 2<κ}, where
ps ∈ P and xs ∈ X, of height κ indexed by sequences s in 2<κ such that

(i) The greatest lower bounds are taken at limit stages: for s ∈ 2δ, δ limit,
ps =

∧
〈ps|β : β < δ〉.

(ii) The conditions along the branches in T are decreasing and the xs’s are
determined by f : for any branch b ∈ 2κ, and α < κ,

(3.7) pb|α+1 ≤α,xα pb|α,

where xα = f(〈pb|β : β < α〉).
(iii) Note that by our assumptions on f , for s ∈ 2δ, δ limit, xs =

⋃
β<δ xs|β .

By Definition 3.1, for any b in 2κ, 〈pb|α : α < κ〉 is a fusion sequence.

The tree T and an increasing sequence 〈γα : α < κ〉 of ordinals below κ+ will
be built by induction. At limit stage δ, for every s ∈ 2δ, set ps to satisfy (i), xs
to satisfy (iii), and set γδ the supremum of {γβ : β < δ}.

4We view T as a tree of conditions ps, where the ordering on the tree is the extension
relation on P . Each ps has its label xs.
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Assuming Tα and γα are given, we will describe how to construct Tα+1 and
γα+1. Enumerate all (ps, xs) in Tα, s ∈ 2α, as 〈(pβ , xβ) : β < 2|α|〉; by our
assumption κ<κ = κ, 2|α| ≤ κ.

We will find for each (pβ , xβ) two incomparable extensions (with labels) which
will be the successors of pβ on the level α+1 of the tree; in addition, we will also
define a certain ordinal γβα < κ+. The ordinals γβα, β < 2|α|, shall be chosen to
form an increasing chain γα < γ0

α < γ1
α < · · · ; and γα+1 will be the supremum

of this sequence. Fix β, and denote as s the unique sequence in 2α such that
pβ = ps, xβ = xs. Apply the property in Definition 3.3 to find two incomparable
extensions psa0 ≤α,xs ps and psa1 ≤α,xs ps forcing contradictory information

about Ḃ at γβα (choose γβα above all of the previous ordinals γβ
′

α , β′ < β) in the
sense of (3.5) and (3.6). Set xsa0 = xsa1 = f(〈ps|η : η < α〉aps).

Define Tα+1 to be composed of the pairs (psai, xsai) for s ∈ 2α and i < 2.

Let γ∞ be the supremum of 〈γα : α < κ〉 and let 〈pb : b ∈ 2κ〉 be such that
pb is the fusion limit of 〈pb|α : α < κ〉. Let 〈rb : b ∈ 2κ〉 be a sequence of any
conditions such that

(3.8) rb ≤ pb and rb decides Ḃ up to γ∞.

Let 〈tb : b ∈ 2κ〉 be the nodes of the tree T at level γ∞ decided by these rb’s.

We claim that for every b 6= b′ in 2κ, tb 6= tb′ , and there therefore Tγ∞ has size
> ρ in V , a contradiction.

If b 6= b′, then for some α < κ, b extends sa0 and b′ extends sa1 for some
s ∈ 2α. Then the claim follows by the construction of the tree T at stage Tα+1

because

(3.9) rb ≤ pb ≤ psa0 and rb′ ≤ pb′ ≤ psa1.

This finishes the proof. �

By Theorem 3.4, for a given P which satisfies κ-fusion, it suffices to check the
property in Definition 3.3 to verify that P does not add branches to ρ+-trees,
where κ ≤ ρ < 2κ. The following Lemma 3.5 is useful for this.

Let Q be a forcing notion, T a µ-tree for some regular µ, and Ḃ a Q-name for
a branch in T . We say that p and q force contradictory information about Ḃ at
level γ, or just at γ if p decides Ḃ|γ (the initial segment of Ḃ of height γ) and
q decides Ḃ|γ, and they decide this segment differently.

Lemma 3.5 Let Q be a forcing notion, T a µ-tree for some regular µ, and let
the weakest condition of Q force that Ḃ is a new branch through T (i.e. the
branch is not in the ground model). Then for every p1, p2 in Q and every δ < µ,
there are r1 ≤ p1, r2 ≤ p2 and γ ≥ δ such that r1 and r2 force contradictory
information about Ḃ at level γ.

Proof. First find r ≤ p1 and r′ ≤ p1 such that r and r′ decide Ḃ|γ differently for
some γ ≥ δ; this is possible because otherwise p1 forces that Ḃ is in the ground
model. Further, extend p2 to r2 such that r2 decides Ḃ|γ. Now it holds that
either r or r′ must decide Ḃ|γ differently than r2 does; denote this condition r1.
Then r1 and r2 are as required. �
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4 Examples

In the interest of clarity of the argument, we first show how Theorem 3.4 applies
in the simplest case of a single κ-Sacks at an inaccessible (see Subsection 4.1).
Then we proceed to state the theorem for the most complex case of an iteration
of a κ-Sacks for a successor κ (see Subsection 4.2).

4.1 A single κ-Sacks at an inaccessible

Theorem 4.1 Let κ be inaccessible and S the κ-Sacks forcing Sacks(κ, 1). Then
S satisfies κ-fusion according to Definition 3.1 and strongly fails to decide fresh
κ+-sequences. By Theorem 3.4 S does not add branches to κ+-trees, and more
generally, if κ ≤ ρ is such that 2κ > ρ, then S does not add branches to ρ+-trees.

Proof. Since λ = 1, define f to give constantly {∅} and define p ≤α,x q so that
p ≤ q and all splitting nodes of rank ≤ α in q are still splitting nodes in p. By
arguments in [13], this satisfies Definition 3.1. Since x is always equal to {∅}
here, we write just p ≤α q in what follows.

It remains to verify the property in Definition 3.3. Suppose 1  “Ḃ is a new
κ+-branch.” We wish to show that for any α < κ, δ < κ+, and p, there are
p0 ≤α p, p1 ≤α p and γ, with δ < γ < κ+, such that whenever r0 ≤ p0 and
r1 ≤ p1 and

(4.10) r0  Ḃ|γ = b̌0 and r1  Ḃ|γ = b̌1,

then

(4.11) b0 6= b1.

That is r0 and r1 force contradictory information about Ḃ at level γ.

Denote

(4.12) A = {(t, t′) : t, t′ ∈ Succα(p)}.

Set p0
0 = p and p0

1 = p; we will construct two≤α-decreasing sequences continuous
at limits 〈pi0 : i < |A|〉 and 〈pi1 : i < |A|〉; p0 will be the infimum of 〈pi0 : i <
|A|〉 and p1 the infimum of 〈pi1 : i < |A|〉. We will also construct an increasing
sequence of ordinals continuous at limits 〈γi : i < |A|〉, with γ0 > δ; the desired
γ will be the supremum of this sequence.

Enumerate A = {(t, t′)i : i < |A|}. For m < |A|, assume pmj , for j ∈ {0, 1},
and γm were already constructed. To construct the m + 1-st element of the
sequences, and also γm+1, consider (t, t′) = (t, t′)m. Form the restrictions pm0 |t
and pm1 |t′ and by Lemma 3.5, find s0 ≤ pm0 |t and s1 ≤ pm1 |t′ such that s0 and s1

force contradictory information about Ḃ at level η for some η > γm. Set pm+1
0

to be the amalgamation of s0 and pm0 with respect to t, pm+1
1 the amalgamation

of s1 and pm1 with respect to t′, and γm+1 = η.

We now verify that p0 =
∧
〈pi0 : i < |A|〉, p1 =

∧
〈pi1 : i < |A|〉, and γ =

sup〈γi : i < |A|〉 are as desired. Let r0 ≤ p0 and r1 ≤ p1 be given. We can
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assume that the stems of r0 and r1 are at least α′ where α′ is the supremum
of the lengths of nodes in Succα(p). Then there is some (t, t′)m ∈ A such
that r0 ≤ pm+1

0 |t and r1 ≤ pm+1
1 |t′, and so r0 and r1 decide Ḃ differently at

γm+1 < γ. �

4.2 Iteration at a successor κ

Theorem 4.2 Assume ω1 < κ = ν+, 2ν = ν+ and λ > 0 is an ordinal number.
Denote by S = Sacks(κ, λ) the κ-support iteration of λ-many copies of κ-Sacks
forcing. Then S satisfies κ-fusion according to Definition 3.1 and strongly fails
to decide fresh κ+-sequences. By Theorem 3.4 it does not add branches to κ+-
trees, and more generally, if κ ≤ ρ is such that 2κ > ρ, then S does not add
branches to ρ+-trees.

Proof. In preparation for the application of Theorem 3.4, set X = [λ]<κ \ {∅}
and choose f in any way to ensure that the union of the xα’s is equal to the
union of the supports of the pα’s on the sequence as in Definition 3.1, and
make f continuous at limits. For instance as follows: Fix for every y ∈ [λ]≤κ

an injective function fy from y onto some γ ≤ κ; using f−1, every y can be
enumerated in at most κ-many steps. Define f as follows: fix 〈pβ : β < α〉, a
decreasing sequence of conditions, for a successor α < κ (at limits take unions).
Define f(〈pβ : β < α〉) to be equal to the union

⋃
β<α zβ , where zβ is the set

of the first αβ-many elements in the support of pβ , as enumerated by f−1
supp(pβ),

where αβ is the max of {α,dom(f−1
supp(pβ))}.

Define p ≤α,x q if and only if

(4.13)
p ≤ q (i.e. for every ξ < λ, p(< ξ) forces that p(ξ) is a subtree of q(ξ)),

and moreover for every ξ ∈ x, p(< ξ) forces that p(ξ) ∩ 2α+1 = q(ξ) ∩ 2α+1.

Note that this is different from demanding that all splitting nodes of rank α are
preserved as we did for the inaccessible case (the reason is that in the successor
case, the lengths of the splitting nodes of rank α < κ may be unbounded in κ).
With this definition of ≤α,x, the forcing still satisfies κ-fusion. S preserves κ+

because 2ν = ν+ ensures we have a diamond sequence on κ, which is used for
the κ+-preservation argument (see [13] for details).5

Now we will prove that S strongly fails to decide fresh κ+-sequences; by Theorem
3.4, this suffices to finish the proof.

Fix a diamond sequence on κ of the following form:

(4.14) 〈Sβ : Sβ ⊆ 2× β × β & β < κ〉.

Let Ḃ, p ∈ S, α < κ, δ < κ+, and x ∈ X, as in Definition 3.3, be given. We will
construct the required p0 ≤α,x p and p1 ≤α,x p as the fusion limits of certain

5It is well known that CH does not imply the existence of a diamond sequence at ω1; to
make the present theorem hold also for κ = ω1, we need to assume ♦ω1 in addition to CH.
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well chosen sequences:

(4.15) p0 =
∧
〈pβ0 : α ≤ β < κ〉 and p1 =

∧
〈pβ1 : α ≤ β < κ〉.

We will also construct auxiliary sequences 〈xβi : α ≤ β < κ〉 and 〈πβi : α ≤
β < κ〉 for i < 2 (πβi is a bijection from xβi to some ρβi < κ which takes unions
at limit β’s). We will also construct a continuous sequence 〈γβ : α ≤ β < κ〉 of
ordinals below κ+, with γα > δ.

Set pα0 = pα1 = p and xα0 = xα1 = x. At limit stages, take infima of the sequences,
and unions of the xi’s and πi’s constructed so far. Take also the supremum of
the sequence of γ’s constructed so far.

Assume stage β has been constructed. Find pβ+1
0 ≤β,xβ0 p

β
0 and pβ+1

1 ≤β,xβ1 p
β
1 ,

and γβ+1 as detailed below:

Do nothing unless the following conditions are satisfied in the order given – if
one of the conditions is not satisfied, break the construction and set for i < 2,
pβ+1
i = pβi (and let xβ+1

i be chosen by f).

(i) For i < 2, ρβi = β.

For i < 2, set σβi = 〈σβi (ξ) : ξ ∈ xβi 〉, where σβi (ξ) : β → 2 is defined at
ζ < β as follows,

(4.16) σβi (ξ)(ζ) = 1↔ 〈i, πβi (ξ), ζ〉 ∈ Sβ .

(ii) Let us write σβi
a0 for 〈σβi (ξ)a0 : ξ ∈ xβi 〉.

For i < 2, there exists uβi ≤ pβi such that uβi |σ
β
i
a0 = uβi and for every

ξ ∈ xβi ,

(4.17) uβi (< ξ)  σβi (ξ) is splitting in pβi (ξ).

If (i) and (ii) are true, use Lemma 3.5 to find extensions

(4.18) tβi ≤ u
β
i

which force contradictory information about Ḃ at some level η > γβ .

Set pβ+1
i to be the amalgamation of pβi and tβi with respect to σβi

a0, and γβ+1 =
η (see [13] for definition of amalgamation in case of names). By construction,

it holds that pβ+1
i ≤β,xβi p

β
i , i < 2, because the new condition pβ+1

i preserves

nodes in 2β+1 of the trees in pβi , on coordinates in xβi (see the definition (4.13)
above).

Set pi for i < 2 to be the fusion limit of the respective sequences. Set γ∞ =
sup〈γβ : α ≤ β < κ〉. Note that γ∞ < κ+. Without loss of generality, assume

for i < 2, πi =
⋃
β π

β
i is a bijection from supp(pi) onto κ.

For i < 2, let wi ≤ pi decide Ḃ up to γ∞. As in Sublemma 1 in [13], construct by

induction sequences 〈wβi : β < κ〉 with w0
i = wi and functions sβi with domain

xβi such that sβi (ξ) : ρβ,ξi → 2 for some ρβ,ξi ≥ β such that for i < 2:

(i) β ≤ β′ implies wβ
′

i ≤ w
β
i .
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(ii) β < β′ implies sβi (ξ)a0 ⊆ sβ
′

i (ξ) for ξ ∈ xβi , and sδi is the union at limit δ.

(iii) For every ξ ∈ xβi ,

(4.19) wβi (< ξ)  wβi (ξ) = (wβi (ξ)|sβi (ξ)a0) and sβi (ξ) splits in pi(ξ).

Notice that wβi = wβi |〈s
β
i (ξ)a0 : ξ ∈ xβi 〉.

Denote si =
⋃
β<κ s

β
i . Set:

(4.20) Ã = {〈i, ξ, ζ〉 : si(πi(ξ))(ζ) = 1}.

For i < 2, denote by Ci the closed unbounded set of all ordinals β > α such that
ρβ,ξi = β for every ξ ∈ xβi and πβi : xβi → β. By the properties of the diamond
sequence, there is some ε ∈ C0 ∩ C1 such that

(4.21) Ã ∩ (2× ε× ε) = Sε.

It follows that wεi = wεi |〈sεi(ξ)a0 : ξ ∈ xεi〉 extends wi and moreover for every
ξ ∈ xεi , w

ε
i (< ξ) forces that sεi(ξ) splits in pi(ξ). Since ε is in C0 ∩ C1, the

construction of both pε+1
0 and pε+1

1 was non-trivial (with wεi witnessing the
required uεi in the construction of pε+1

i ). It follows for i < 2:

(4.22) wεi ≤ tεi ,

where tεi is as in (4.18). As wεi ≤ wi for i < 2 and wi’s decide Ḃ up to γ∞, w0

and w1 force contradictory information about Ḃ at γε+1 < γ∞. �

The following is a more general form of these theorems which will be useful for
the construction later on.

Theorem 4.3 Assume ω1 < κ = ν+, 2ν = ν+ and λ > 0 is an ordinal. Denote
by S = 〈(Sα, Q̇α) : α < λ〉 a κ-support iteration of length λ such that for every
α, Q̇α is a name for a forcing notion as follows:

(i) Either Q̇α is a name for a κ+-closed forcing notion, or
(ii) Q̇α is a name for the forcing Sacks(κ, 1).

Then S satisfies κ-fusion according to Definition 3.1 and strongly fails to decide
fresh κ+-sequences. By Theorem 3.4 it does not add branches to κ+-trees, and
more generally, if κ ≤ ρ is such that 2κ > ρ, then S does not add branches to
ρ+-trees.

Proof. The definitions of X and f are as in Theorem 4.2. Define p ≤α,x q if

and only if p ≤ q and for all ξ ∈ x such that Q̇ξ is Sacks(κ, 1), p(< ξ) forces
p(ξ) ∩ 2α+1 = q(ξ) ∩ 2α+1. Note that the fusion limit takes fusion limits at the
coordinates with the Sacks forcing and simple lower bounds at the coordinates
with the κ+-closed forcings.

The rest of the proof is an easy variant of the proof in Theorem 4.2. �

Remark 4.4 Theorem 4.3 also holds when κ is inaccessible. The proof is a
generalization of the idea in Theorem 4.1 to an iteration. The proof is much
simpler than the proof of Theorem 4.2 because one does not need to use the
diamond construction.
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Remark 4.5 Mitchell [15] first showed how to collapse a weakly compact car-
dinal λ > κ ≥ ω, κ regular, to κ++ in such a way to force the tree property at
κ++. Key to the proof is that certain forcings do not add branches to existing
trees. This can be used to argue that many other iterations, not just the one in
[15], force tree property. Here is a quick review which shows the typical applica-
tion of Theorem 4.2 (note that Mitchell used a different forcing). Suppose that
GCH holds and κ ≥ ω is regular and λ > κ is weakly compact. We claim that
the κ-support iteration S of Sacks forcing at κ of length λ forces the tree prop-
erty at κ++ = λ. Let G be S-generic over V . Let T be a λ-tree in the generic
extension by V [G]; we will show that T has a cofinal branch in V [G]. In V , let
j : M → N be an elementary embedding with critical point λ, where M and N
are transitive, |M | = |N | = λ, M<λ ⊆M , N<λ ⊆ N , and λ, S and Ṫ are in M
(such j exists by weak compactness of λ). Let H be a generic for j(S) in the
interval [λ, j(λ)) over V [G]. Then j lifts in V [G][H] to j : M [G]→ N [G][H]. It
is easy to see that j(T ) restricted to λ is equal to T and T ∈ N [G]. Notice that
any node in j(T ) of length λ is a cofinal branch through T . It follows that T has
a cofinal branch in N [G][H]. The key is to notice that any such cofinal branch
must already be in N [G] (and therefore in V [G]): by Theorem 4.2 applied in
N [G], H cannot add a new cofinal branch to T , and therefore any such branch
must have been present already in N [G].

Remark 4.6 Other forcings, not just Sacks forcing, can be used to obtain the
tree property – it suffices to formulate the right kind of fusion which satisfies
Definition 3.3 and apply the argument in the previous Remark 4.5. For instance
Grigorieff forcing6 at a regular κ ≥ ω can be used to obtain the tree property.

4.3 A product lemma

In proofs which argue that the tree property can hold at two cardinals λ and
λ++, the relevant forcings which yield TP(λ) and TP(λ++) are not entirely
independent of each other, and some “interference” occurs. The general question
is this: Assume S does not add branches to κ+-trees (S can be any of the forcings
in the previous fusion-based examples), and assume P has the κ-cc. Is it still
true that S does not add branches to κ+-trees in V P ?

Lemma 4.7 (Product lemma) Let ω1 < κ be regular, κ = ν+ and 2ν = ν+,
and let S be an iteration as in Theorem 4.3. Let P be a forcing which has
the κ-cc, and let T be a κ+-tree in V P . Then any cofinal branch through T in
V P×S is already in V P . Or more generally with the same assumptions on S, P ,
if κ ≤ ρ and 2κ > ρ, then for every ρ+-tree T in V P , any cofinal branch in
V P×S is already in V P .

Proof. We will follow closely the proof of Theorem 4.2, tacitly assuming that
some of the coordinates we deal with are as in Theorem 4.3 (these κ+-closed
coordinates do not change the argument). We will explain what modifications
must be made to the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.2, referring to the

6In the simplest setting, conditions are partial functions from κ to 2 with non-stationary
domains.
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argument in Theorem 3.4 for the way to build a tree of conditions based on the
basic step in Theorem 4.2.

Assume the following are given:

(4.23) r ∈ S, x ∈ X, α < κ, and δ < κ+.

Let G be a P -generic filter and Ṫ a P -name for a κ+-tree in V [G]. Let F be
an S-generic filter over V [G]. Assume for contradiction that Ḃ is a P ×S-name
for a cofinal branch through T in V [G][F ] \ V [G].

We will construct certain conditions r0, r1 ≤α,x r in S and γ∗ > δ which will
modulo P (as will be apparent from the construction below) be such that when-
ever r̄i ≤ ri, i < 2, decide over V P Ḃ up to γ∗, they decide it differently.

To start the construction, notice the following:

(*) The following set is dense in P for every r, r′ in S and δ < κ+:

(4.24) {p ∈ P : ∃r̄ ≤ r ∃r̄′ ≤ r′ ∃γ δ < γ < κ+ &

p  “r̄ and r̄′ force contradictory information about Ḃ at γ”}.

(*) can be used to argue for a more general property:

(**) Let r, r′ in S be arbitrary and δ < κ+, then there exists a maximal antichain
A ⊆ P , and r̄ ≤ r, r̄′ ≤ r′ in S and γ, δ < γ < κ+, such that for every p ∈ A,

(4.25) p  “r̄ and r̄′ force contradictory information about Ḃ at γ.”

To see that (**) is true, just apply (*) successively, constructing an antichain in
P , and taking lower bounds in S; the construction must stop after < κ stages
by the chain condition of P .

Fix in V a diamond sequence 〈Sα : α < κ〉 with Sα ⊆ 2× α× α for each α.

We will construct in V two fusion sequences 〈rβi : α ≤ β < κ〉 originating in r,
but then splitting into two sequences as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 (together
with sequences of functions mapping parts of supports into κ, and sequences
of ordinals, etc. as in that proof). Assume that β ≥ α is a nontrivial stage of

the construction with rβi , i < 2, constructed, and assume there are ui ≤ rβi
which decide that it is possible to thin out rβi ’s according to Sβ (details can be
found in the proof of Theorem 4.2). Notice that this condition is decidable in
V because it refers to S only.

Applying (**), construct a maximal antichain Aβ ⊆ P and decreasing sequences
of conditions below ui with the limit ti ≤ ui, i < 2, such that for every p ∈ Aβ :

(4.26) p  “t0 and t1 force contradictory information about Ḃ at γ, ”

where γ, δ < γ < κ+, is larger than the previous ordinals on the sequence.

Set rβ+1
i to be the amalgamation of rβi and ti so that rβ+1

i ≤α,x rβi . Let ri be

the fusion limit of the sequences 〈rβi : α ≤ β < κ〉 for i < 2, and let γ∗ be the
supremum of all the at most κ-many ordinals occurring in the construction.
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Apply now the construction in Theorem 3.4 and construct in V a full binary
tree T of conditions in S, where at each node of T carry out the construction
detailed above (in particular, build all the relevant antichains, etc.). For every
b ∈ 2κ, let rb be the fusion limit of the conditions determined by b in T. Let γ∞
be as in the proof of theorem 3.4.

Let G be a P -generic filter, and ṪG = T .

In V [G], choose for each b in 2κ ∩ V a condition r̄b ≤ rb which decides Ḃ
up to γ∞; denote the decided branch segment as Bb. We claim that in V [G],
{Bb : b ∈ 2κ ∩ V } are pairwise distinct nodes on the level γ∞ of T , which
contradicts the fact that T is a κ+-tree in V [G].

Work in V now. Let b0 6= b1 be distinct branches in 2κ, and let w0 and w1 be the
conditions in S deciding in V [G] the branch segment of Ḃ up to γ∞. Assume
that bi are first different at level α < κ, and let us identify the node in T where
b0 and b1 split with r in (4.23) above, and r0 and r1 with the nodes immediately
above r in T. Construct below wi sequences determining the leftmost branches
in these conditions on the relevant supports, just as in the construction in the
proof of Theorem 4.2, leading up to (4.21). Let ε be the stage where Ã is guessed.
By the construction detailed in this proof above, there is a unique element p
in G ∩Aε, where Aε is the maximal antichain pertaining to the construction of
r0 and r1 at stage ε; p forces that any extensions which are stronger than the
relevant t0 and t1 in (4.26) above decide Ḃ differently below γ∞.

This ends the proof. �

Note that Lemma 4.7 also holds for an inaccessible κ (the argument is easier
because we do not need to use the diamond sequence).

Remark 4.8 The proof is based on the idea which appears in the usual proof
of Easton’s lemma: if P has the κ-cc and Q is κ-closed, then any sequence of
ordinals of length < κ which appears in V P×Q appears already in V P (see [12]).
A generalization of Easton’s lemma to trees appeared already in [20]: if P has
the κ+-cc, and Q is κ+-closed, then Q does not add cofinal branches to κ+-
trees in V P . Our forcing S is not κ+-closed, so a more complicated argument
is needed. Also, unlike in Easton’s lemma, it seems essential – at least for the
current proof – that P has the κ-cc, and not just the κ+-cc (this is important
in the key step (4.25)).

5 The tree property at every ℵ2n, 0 < n < ω (with
SCH at ℵω)

As a warm-up, we show that the tree property at every ℵ2n for 0 < n < ω, with
ℵω strong limit, can be forced just from ω-many weakly compact cardinals. As
our primary concern is to show that the failure of SCH can in addition hold at
ℵω, and we use an iteration based on the Sacks forcing for that result, we will
not give too many details in the proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of Theorem
5.1 uses the Mitchell forcing and we assume some degree of familiarity with this
forcing on the part of the reader (see [15] or a nice review in [1]).
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Theorem 5.1 (GCH) Assume there are ω-many weakly compact cardinals ω =
κ0 < κ1 < . . . with supremum λ. Then in the generic extension by the product of
the Mitchell forcings at the κi’s, the tree property holds at every ℵ2n, 0 < n < ω.

Proof. Let P be a reverse Easton iteration of the Cohen forcing Add(α, 1) for
every inaccessible α < λ. Let M(n, n + 1) denote the Mitchell forcing which
makes 2κn = κn+1 and forces TP at κn+1. Set Q to be the full support product

(5.27) Q =
∏
n

M(n, n+ 1).

Remark 5.2 To define M(n, n+ 1), first set for α ≤ κn+1, P (α) = Add(κn, α)
(a condition in P (α) is a partial function from α to 2 of size < κn). A condition
in M(n, n + 1) is a pair (p, q), where p ∈ P (κn+1), and q is a function with
domain of size ≤ κn such that for every β ∈ dom(q), q(β) is a P (β)-name for
a condition in Add(κ+

n , 1). M(n, n + 1) is κn+1-Knaster and κn-closed, and
there is a κ+

n -closed forcing R(n, n+ 1) such that M(n, n+ 1) is a projection of
P (κn+1)×R. This last also holds in the quotient M(n, n+1)/M(n, n+1)(< α)
(where M(n, n+ 1)(< α) is the restriction of M(n, n+ 1) to the first α stages).

Suppose P ∗Q adds a κn+1-tree T . Then T is added by P ∗
∏
m≤n+1M(m,m+1).

The forcing
∏
m≤n+1M(m,m+ 1) is κn+2-Knaster in V P , and therefore T has

a name Ṫ which can be taken to be a < κn+2-sequence of elements in V P . This
name is already present in P (< κn+2) (the iteration P below κn+2). It follows
that P (< κn+2) ∗

∏
m≤n+1M(m,m+ 1) already adds T .

Let us write this forcing as

(5.28) P (< κn+2) ∗
(
M(n+ 1, n+ 2)×

∏
m<n+1

M(m,m+ 1)
)
.

This forcing is equivalent to the following forcing

(5.29) P (< κn+2) ∗M(n+ 1, n+ 2) ∗
∏

m<n+1

M(m,m+ 1)

because M(n+ 1, n+ 2) does not change H(κn+1) where the product∏
m<n+1M(m,m+ 1) lives.

We claim that T is in fact added by

(5.30) P (< κn+2) ∗Add′(κn+1, 1) ∗
∏

m<n+1

M(m,m+ 1),

where Add′(κn+1, 1) is a subforcing of the first coordinate of M(n + 1, n +
2) of size at most κn+1, and therefore isomorphic to Add(κn+1, 1). This is
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true because T has a name in the forcing P (< κn+2) ∗ Add(κn+1, κn+2) ∗∏
m<n+1M(m,m+ 1) of size at most κn+1 and therefore a name in the forcing

P (< κn+2) ∗Add′(κn+1, 1) ∗
∏
m<n+1M(m,m+ 1) for such an Add′(κn+1, 1).

P (< κn+2) ∗ Add′(κn+1, 1) preserves the weak compactness of κn+1 (since we
prepared by the Cohen forcing below), and so we have the tree property at κn+1

after further forcing with
∏
m<n+1M(m,m+1) (the proof that M(n, n+1) gives

the tree property at κn+1 also works for the product
∏
m<n+1M(m,m + 1)).

Therefore T has a cofinal branch. �

6 The tree property at every ℵ2n, 0 < n < ω (with
the failure of SCH at ℵω)

6.1 Main theorem

Assume GCH. We say that a measurable cardinal µ is strongly measurable if for
every α < µ++ there exists an embedding j : V →M with critical point µ, and
M transitive, such that j(µ) > α.

Theorem 6.1 (GCH) Assume κ < λ are regular cardinals, and the following
hold:

(i) There is an embedding j : V → M with critical point κ, H(λ) is included
in M , and M = {j(f)(α) : f : κ→ V & α < λ}.

(ii) λ is the least strongly measurable above κ in both V and M .

Then there exists a generic extension with ℵω strong limit, 2ℵω = ℵω+2, and the
tree property holds at every ℵ2n for 0 < n < ω.

Remark 6.2 Existence of such a j follows for instance from an embedding
j∗ : V → M with critical point κ such that H(λ++) is included in M , where
λ the least strongly measurable above κ. Then in M , λ is the least strongly
measurable above κ. Let N = {j∗(f)(α) : f : κ → V & α < λ}; then N is an
elementary submodel of M . If N̄ is the transitive collapse of N via π : N → N̄ ,
then because λ + 1 is included in N as a subset (note that λ = j∗(f)(κ) for
the f which picks the least strongly measurable above α < κ), π(λ) = λ, and
hence λ is the least strongly measurable cardinal above κ in N̄ . The embedding
j : V → N̄ , such that j = π ◦ j∗, satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.1.

The proof will be given in the rest of the section.

First we define a certain variant of the Sacks forcing which is convenient for our
purposes.

Definition 6.3 Suppose ω1 < ν and ν<ν = ν. For the rest of the present proof,
we say that T is a perfect ν, ω1-tree if it is a perfect ν-tree with the modification
of Definition 2.1(iv) to the effect that only nodes of cofinality ω1 are allowed
to split (recall that a node has cofinality ω1 if its length has that cofinality).
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Sacksω1(ν, 1) is the forcing with these perfect ν-trees, and Sacksω1(ν, β) for β > 0
is the ν-support iteration of such forcings.

Remark 6.4 We have taken ω1 for definiteness of the definition; any regular
infinite cardinal ≤ ω3 would work equally well. However, ν will be as small as
ω4 in later arguments, so the cardinal should not be larger than ω3.

It is easy to see that this variant of ν-Sacks behaves much the same way as
the usual ν-Sacks – in particular it is ν-closed, and has ν-fusion according to
Definition 3.1 (this is used to argue that it preserves ν+). In particular, Theorem
4.2 applies.

For µ an inaccessible limit of inaccessible cardinals, let us define the fast function
forcing Fµ as the collection of all function p of size < µ with domain included
in the inaccessible cardinals below µ such that for every γ ∈ dom(p), p �γ ⊆ γ.
Ordering is by reverse inclusion. The generic object fµ for Fµ is a partial
function from µ to µ. Under the assumption of SCH, Fµ preserves cofinalities
and the continuum function. Moreover if µ is a measurable cardinal and 2µ =
µ+, then any embedding j from V to M induced by a measure over µ lifts to
an embedding from V [fµ] to M [j(fµ)]; moreover the value of j(fµ) at µ can
be chosen to be an arbitrary ordinal below j(µ). For more details and proof of
these facts, see [11].

Definition 6.5 Let

(6.31) P = 〈(Pα, Q̇α) : α < κ+ 1〉

be the reverse Easton iteration of length κ+ 1 such that for each strongly mea-
surable limit of strongly measurable cardinals α ≤ κ, Q̇α is an iteration of length
λα with support ≤ α, where λα is the least strongly measurable above α and:

(6.32) Q̇α = Fλα ∗ 〈(Q̇α)β , Ṙβ) : β < λα〉,

where Fλα is the fast function forcing, and for β < λα, Ṙβ is Sacksω1(α, 1)
unless β is inaccessible in which case one of the following happens:

(i) If Pα∗(Q̇α)β forces that β is α++, then Ṙβ is the forcing Sacksω1(β, ḟλα(β)),

where ḟλα(β) is the value of the fast function at β.
(ii) Otherwise Ṙβ is the trivial forcing.

Some motivation for the definition of the forcing is in order. For a fixed α, Q̇α
is a forcing which will force the tree property at λα = α++ (Q̇α has the λα-cc,
and by arguments in Theorem 4.3, Remark 4.4 and Remark 4.5, it forces the
tree property at λα, which will become α++). The forcing Sacksω1(β, ḟλα(β))
is a preparation for the lifting argument in Lemma 6.22 (see also Remark 6.23).
Since for large ḟλα(β), Sacksω1(β, ḟλα(β)) collapses cardinals above β+, it is not
automatic that for every β < λα inaccessible, Pα ∗ Fλα ∗ (Q̇α)β forces that β is
α++ (or is in general a regular cardinal); for this reason, we specifically verify
that β is forced to be α++ before forcing with Sacksω1(β, ḟλα(β)).

Let G ∗ g be P -generic, where G is Pκ generic.
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Lemma 6.6 j lifts in V [G ∗ g] to

(6.33) j : V [G ∗ g]→M∗ = M [G ∗ g ∗H ∗ h],

in particular κ is still measurable in V [G ∗ g].

Proof. The argument is a straightforward generalisation of the argument in
[4] – in the difficult step of constructing h, the forcing in [4] is just the iter-
ation of κ-Sacks while in our forcing Q̇κ, we have additional coordinates with
a κ+-closed forcing. A little reflection shows that these extra coordinates are
easily dealt with – as in [4], to construct h, define a suitable fusion sequence
on coordinates with the κ-Sacks forcing, and take simple lower bounds at the
κ+-closed coordinates. (A general treatment of such forcings with fusion with
respect to preservation of measurability can be found in [8].) �

The following lemma suggests that after the collapse of κ to ℵω, we have a
chance of showing that ℵω+2 (= κ++) still retains the tree property. However,
we cannot prove this (see Section 7 with open questions). So Lemma 6.7 is
stated for completeness but we will not make further use of it.

Lemma 6.7 κ++ = λ has the tree property in V [G ∗ g].

Proof. This is again a simple generalisation of the argument in [4] – again we
need to deal with extra κ+-closed coordinates. The whole argument is sketched
in Remark 4.5; the suitable generalisation of [4] is captured by Theorem 4.3 in
the present paper. �

Remark 6.8 It will be important that the embedding j in (6.33) is actually
in V [G ∗ g] the normal measure ultrapower generated by U = {X ⊆ κ : X ∈
V [G∗g] & κ ∈ j(X)}. This follows from the fact that if we form the commutative
triangle j = jU ◦k, where jU : V [G∗g]→ Ult(V [G∗g], U) is the normal measure
ultrapower, then because the ultrapower Ult(V [G∗ g], U) contains all subsets of
κ in V [G ∗ g], the embedding k is actually the identity.

Our strategy now is to carefully collapse κ to ℵω, forcing the failure of SCH at
ℵω, and in addition ensuring that the tree property still holds at every ℵ2n for
0 < n < ω. In order to define the suitable collapse, we need a certain “guiding
generic” – namely, a Sacksω1(κ++, j(κ))-generic filter over M∗. A substantial
part of the argument is to show that such a generic actually exists in V [G ∗ g].

Lemma 6.9 (Guiding generic lemma) Let us denote R = Sacksω1(κ++, j(κ))
as defined in M∗. In V [G ∗ g], there exists an R-generic filter r over M∗.

Proof. Recall that λ = κ++ in M∗ and that we have lifted j successively to

(6.34) j : V [G]→M [G ∗ g ∗H], and j : V [G ∗ g]→M∗ = M [G ∗ g ∗H ∗ h],

where

(6.35) M [G ∗ g ∗H] = {j(f)(α) : f ∈ V [G] & f : κ→ V [G] & α < λ}
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and

(6.36) M∗ = {j(f)(α) : f ∈ V [G ∗ g] & f : κ→ V [G ∗ g] & α < λ},

with 2κ = κ+ in V [G], and 2κ = κ++ = λ in V [G ∗ g].

By Remark 6.8, we actually have M∗ = {j(f)(κ) : f ∈ V [G ∗ g] & f : κ →
V [G ∗ g]} although this will become important only later when we define the
Prikry collapse forcing.

The representation in (6.35) has the advantage that there are only κ+ functions
f considered here. We will show now that all maximal antichains of R (which
exist in M∗) can be captured by these functions. We can view each p ∈ R as
an element of H(j(κ))M

∗
. Moreover, every maximal antichain A of R in M∗ is

an element of H(j(κ)) of M∗ because R has the j(κ)-cc in M∗. Since h does
not add new elements of H(j(κ)), it follows that A (as well as R) is in fact in
M [G∗g∗H]. Thus we can represent A as j(f)(α), α < κ++, where f : κ→ H(κ)
is in V [G] (note that there are only κ+-many of such f in V [G]). By standard
arguments, in order to find an R-generic over M∗, it suffices to find a filter
which meets all dense open sets in M∗ determined by maximal antichains. In
V [G ∗ g] we can write the collection of maximal antichains of R in M∗ as the
union of {Ai : i < κ+} where for each k < κ+, {Ai : i < k} is in M∗ (by the
closure of M∗ under κ-sequences from V [G ∗ g]) and for each i < κ+, Ai is in
M∗ a collection of at most κ++-many maximal antichains in R. Let Di denote
the set of dense open sets determined by the maximal antichains in Ai; we write
Di(ξ) to denote the ξ-th set in Di under some fixed enumeration.

Working in V [G∗g], we will define a decreasing sequence of conditions 〈pi : i <
κ+〉 in R such that

(6.37)

(i) For each i < κ+ limit, pi is the infimum of the pk’s for k < i;
(ii) For each i < κ+, pi+1 deals with Di in the sense detailed below.

Fix in M∗ a ♦κ++(Eωκ++) sequence 〈Sα : α < κ++〉, where Eωκ++ is the set of
ordinals below κ++ of cofinality ω. View this sequence as defined on κ++×κ++;
in particular for any B ∈M∗, B ⊆ (κ++×κ++), the following set is stationary:

(6.38) {α < κ++ : cf(α) = ω & B ∩ (α× α) = Sα}.

For β < α, we write Sα(β) to denote the projection of Sα to coordinate β
viewed as a characteristic function of a subset of α, i.e. Sα(β) is a function with
domain α such that for each γ < α, Sα(β)(γ) = 1↔ 〈β, γ〉 ∈ Sα. Note that the

diamond sequence exists because 2κ
+

= κ++ in M∗.

Definition 6.10 Let α < κ++ have cofinality ω and δ ≤ α be an ordinal. We
say that x, a function from δ to 2α, is suitable for α if either of the following
hold:

(i) x = 〈Sα(β) : β < δ〉,
(ii) There exist a ω-sequence α0 < α1 < · · · with limit α such that for every

β < δ, x(β) =
⋃

0<n<ω Sαn(β)|αn−1.
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Remark 6.11 Suitability according to (ii) will be useful in guessing sets not
in the current universe – we will be allowed to make mistakes (in the interval
(αn−1, αn)), but after ω-many steps, we should get a correctly defined stage;
see the end of proof of Sublemma 6.14 and Sublemma 6.15. The idea to use
suitable sequences first appeared in [7].

Fix i < κ+ and pi. The condition pi+1 is the limit of a decreasing fusion sequence
(〈pαi : α < κ++〉, 〈Fαi : α < κ++〉) continuous at the limits, built according to
the relevant fusion parameters according to Definition 3.1; we explicitly include
〈Fαi : α < κ++〉 in the notation to denote the sequence of the subsets of j(κ)
chosen by f in Definition 3.1. Since the diamond sequence sits on κ++ × κ++,
and our supports are in j(κ), we will also keep track of functions παi which map
injectively Fαi ’s to initial segments of κ++; the sequence 〈παi : α < κ++〉 will
be increasing under inclusion and continuous at limits.

To construct pα+1
i from pαi , proceed further only if α has cofinality ω and παi

maps Fαi to α (otherwise, set pα+1
i = pαi ). The basic idea is to successively thin

out to all sequences suitable for α and meet
⋂
γ<α Di(γ). However, since we are

dealing with names here, we first have to decide whether it makes sense to thin
out a condition according to a suitable sequence.

Let 〈xβ : β < µ〉, µ ≤ κ+, be some enumeration of all sequences suitable for α
with domains δ ≤ α (there at most κ+ · (κ+)ω = κ+-many of such sequences).7

Construct a ≤α,Fαi decreasing sequence 〈qβ : β < µ〉 of conditions below pαi .
Take infima at limits. Suppose qβ has been constructed; we wish to define
qβ+1. First check whether it makes sense to thin out qβ according to xβ : by
induction on ξ ∈ dom(xβ), extend (qβ)(< ξ)|〈xβ(ξ′) : ξ′ ∈ dom(xβ) ∩ ξ〉 to a
condition which forces that xβ(ξ)a0 or xβ(ξ)a1 is in qβ(ξ) ∩ 2α+1; if no such
stronger condition exists, stop the construction and set qβ+1 = qβ . Suppose the
construction does not stop; then it is possible to extend qβ to q∗β so that for
every ξ ∈ dom(xβ):

(6.39) (q∗β)(< ξ)|〈xβ(ξ′) : ξ′ ∈ dom(xβ) ∩ ξ〉  xβ(ξ)aiβ ∈ 2α+1 ∩ q∗β(ξ),

for some iβ ∈ {0, 1}. Note that since α has cofinality ω, there is no splitting at
the node xβ(ξ), so iβ is either 0 or 1, but not both.

This means that the restriction q∗β |〈xβ(ξ) : ξ ∈ dom(xβ)〉 is defined; set qβ+1

to be an extension of q∗β |〈xβ(ξ) : ξ ∈ dom(xβ)〉 such that

(i) If dom(xβ) = Fαi , then qβ+1|〈xβ(ξ) : ξ ∈ Fαi 〉 meets
⋂
γ<α Di(γ).

(ii) If dom(xβ) is a proper initial segment of Fαi , then build successively a de-
creasing sequence 〈q∗,γβ : γ < α〉 continuous at limits, successively meeting
certain dense open sets in {Di(γ) : γ < α}: if it is possible to extend
q∗,γβ |〈xβ(ξ) : ξ ∈ dom(xβ)∩Fαi 〉 to q∗,γ+1

β which satisfies that q∗,γ+1
β (ξ) =

qβ(ξ) for ξ ∈ Fαi \ dom(xβ) and q∗,γ+1
β |〈xβ(ξ) : ξ ∈ dom(xβ) ∩ Fαi 〉 meets

Di(γ), then do extend; otherwise, set q∗,γ+1
β = q∗,γβ . Let qβ+1 be the

infimum of 〈q∗,γβ : γ < α〉.
7If xβ is suitable according to Definition 6.10 and has domain δ, let yβ be defined as follows:

domain of yβ is (παi )−1”δ, and for every ξ < δ, xβ(ξ) = yβ((παi )−1(ξ)). yβ can be viewed as
a shift of xβ by (παi )−1. To avoid too much notation, we use xβ to denote both xβ and yβ ,
according to context.
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Remark 6.12 In (ii) above, we do not meet the intersection of all the sets
in {Di(γ) : γ < α} at one step, but rather meet all those which can be met
while keeping the coordinates outside dom(xβ) intact. This again anticipates
the inductive construction of r = r<j(κ).

Finally, set pα+1
i to be the infimum of 〈qβ : β < µ〉.

Since M∗ is closed under κ-sequences in V [G ∗ g], the sequence 〈pi : i < κ+〉
built above satisfies (i) and (ii) of (6.37) as desired.

The idea now is to take “any sequence of branches” through all pi for i < κ+

and build the desired generic r from them. An obvious obstacle is that the
conditions are made out of names, not ground model trees. Our strategy now
will be to proceed inductively on ξ < j(κ), define M∗-generics r<ξ for R(< ξ),
and argue by genericity that r<ξ determines a unique perfect κ++, ω1-tree Tξ,
which exists in V [G ∗ g] and which is in a well-defined sense the intersection
of the trees {pi(ξ) : i < κ+}. The desired sequence of branches will be any
sequence of branches through the Tξ’s, ξ < j(κ) (although for definiteness, we
will take the leftmost branches).

Recall that R(0) is the forcing at the 0-th coordinate of the iteration R; in
our definition R(0) is the forcing Sacksω1(κ++, 1) as defined in M∗. For every
i < κ+, pi(0) is a perfect κ++, ω1-tree in M∗, and also in V [G∗ g] as H(κ++) of
V [G ∗ g] is included in M∗. In particular,

⋂
i<κ+ pi(0) is a perfect κ++, ω1-tree

in V [G ∗ g] (the intersection of a decreasing sequence of κ++, ω1-trees of length
κ+ is itself a perfect κ++, ω1-tree). Denote this tree T0 and let b0 be the leftmost
cofinal branch through T0.

Definition 6.13 Set

(6.40) r0 = {p ∈ R(0) : ∃i < κ+ ∃α < κ++ p ≥ pαi (0)|(b0|α)}.

Sublemma 6.14 r0 is R(0)-generic over M∗.

Proof. It is clear from the definition that r0 is a filter. It remains to verify
that it meets every dense open set. Let D be a dense open set in M∗ for R(0).
Then for some i < κ+ and α < κ++, D contains some Di(α) restricted to the
0-th coordinate, where at the other coordinates Di(α) contains all conditions.
We wish to show that for some ᾱ ≥ α, pᾱi (0)|(b0|ᾱ) is in D.

Build a sequence 〈wα0 : α < κ++〉 below pi+1|(b0|α) as follows:

(i) w0
0 = pi+1|(b0|α),

(ii) wγ0 for a limit γ is the infimum of 〈wβ0 : β < γ〉,
(iii) wγ+1

0 ≤ wγ0 and there exists a sequence 〈vγξ : ξ ∈ F γi 〉, v
γ
ξ ∈ 2γ+1, ξ ∈ F γi ,

and wγ+1
0 |〈vγξ : ξ ∈ F γi 〉 is defined and is equal to wγ+1

0 (where the F γi ’s
are as in the construction of pi+1).

Let 〈cξ0 : ξ ∈ supp(pi+1)〉 be the sequence of the leftmost branches determined
by 〈wα0 : α < κ++〉:

(6.41) For every ξ ∈ supp(pi+1) cξ0 =
⋃

ξ′<ζ<κ++

vζξ ,
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for ξ′ least such that ξ ∈ F ξ
′

i .

Let C be a club of ordinals β where πβi maps F βi onto β. Apply diamond to

〈cξ0 : ξ ∈ supp(pi+1)〉 (modulo the πβi ’s) and find α0 > α in C of cofinality

ω such that the diamond sequences guesses 〈cξ0 : ξ ∈ supp(pi+1)〉 at α0. At
α0, the construction of pα0+1

i was nontrivial and the restriction of pα0+1
i to

〈cξ0|α0 : ξ ∈ Fα0
i 〉 (which is the same sequence as 〈Sα0

(ξ) : ξ ∈ Fα0
i 〉) is defined

and meets the dense open sets detailed in (i) and (ii) below (6.39).

Now there are two cases.

Case 1. 0 is not in Fα0
i . Then in meeting D, no fusion restriction on levels is

applicable, and pα0+1
i (0) meets D; in particular pα0+1

i (0)|(b0|α0) meets D.

Case 2. 0 is in Fα0
i . Then Sα0(0)|α = b0|α. Repeat the above argument, this

time below pi+1|(b0|α0), obtaining a decreasing sequence 〈wα1 : α < κ++〉 and

a sequence of branches 〈cξ1 : ξ ∈ supp(pi+1)〉. Let this sequence be guessed at
a nontrivial stage of cofinality ω α1 > α0. This time we know that 0 is in Fα1

i ;
we also know that Sα1(0)|α0 = b0|α0.

Repeat this ω-many times obtaining ᾱ as the sup of α0 < α1 < · · · . At stage
ᾱ, there is a suitable x with domain equal to {0} such that x(0) = b0|ᾱ. Since
Di(α) contains all conditions in coordinates larger than 0, the construction of
pᾱ+1
i ensures that pᾱ+1

i restricted to x(0) meets D. �

For every i < κ+, pi(1) is in M∗[r0] realised by a perfect κ++, ω1-tree ti. This
tree is a perfect κ++, ω1-tree in V [G ∗ g]. It follows that T1 =

⋂
i<κ+ ti is a

perfect κ++, ω1-tree in V [G ∗ g].

This argument is generalised as an inductive construction of length j(κ) as
follows.

Sublemma 6.15 Let γ < j(κ) and as an induction assumption let 〈Tβ : β <
γ〉 be a sequence of trees constructed as in the previous paragraph, 〈bβ : β < γ〉
the sequence of leftmost branches through trees Tβ, and let r<γ be a filter defined
as follows:
(6.42)
r<γ = {p ∈ R(< γ) : ∃i < κ+ ∃α < κ++ p ≥ pαi (< γ)|〈bβ |α : β ∈ Fαi ∩ γ〉}.

Then r<γ is R(< γ)-generic over M∗, and pi(γ) for every i < γ is realised by a
perfect κ++, ω1-tree ti in M∗[r<γ ]; the intersection

⋂
i<κ+ ti determines a tree

Tγ .

Proof. We will proceed similarly as in Sublemma 6.14. Let D be as in Sub-
lemma 6.14, this time obtained as a restriction of Di(α) to the first γ many
coordinates of R. Consider the sequence 〈bβ |α : β < γ〉, where bβ for β < γ
is the leftmost branch in Tβ . Build the decreasing sequence 〈wα0 : α < κ++〉
below the condition pi+1, with the associated branches 〈cξ0 : ξ ∈ supp(pi+1)〉
as in Sublemma 6.14. As we deal with names here, choose w0

0 ≤ pi+1 so that
w0

0|〈bβ |α : β ∈ γ∩Fαi 〉 = w0
0 is defined; this is possible by choice of 〈Tβ : β < γ〉.

Let α0 > α be an ordinal of cofinality ω where the cβ0 ’s for β ∈ supp(pi+1) are
guessed. Assume γ ∩Fα0

i is non-empty (otherwise we are done as in Sublemma
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6.14). Repeat the construction leading to α0 again with w0
1 = w0

1|〈bβ |α0 : β ∈
Fα0
i ∩γ〉, branches 〈cξ1 : ξ ∈ supp(pi+1)〉, and an ordinal α1 of cofinality ω, where
α1 > α0. Repeat this construction ω-many times. Let ᾱ be the supremum of
α < α0 < α1 < · · · . By the construction, x = 〈bβ |ᾱ : β ∈ γ ∩ F ᾱi 〉 is a suitable
sequence at stage ᾱ, and pᾱ+1

i |〈bβ |ᾱ : β ∈ γ ∩ F ᾱi 〉 is defined and meets D. �

Definition 6.16 Set r = r<j(κ).

By Sublemma 6.15 applied with γ = j(κ), r is R-generic over M∗ as required.
This finishes the proof of Lemma 6.9. �

We can now define the Prikry-type collapsing of κ to ℵω, using r as a “guiding
generic”.

Let us first fix U , the normal ultrafilter on κ derived from the lifted embedding
j : V [G ∗ g] → M∗ in (6.33). Clearly, U extends the original normal ultrafilter
U0 derived from j : V → M . Moreover, by Remark 6.8, M∗ is actually the
normal ultrapower of V [G ∗ g] by U , and thus r is the guiding generic for a
forcing in this ultrapower.

The set of strongly measurable limits of strongly measurable cardinals in the
sense of V has measure one not only in U0, but also in U . Denote this set by Z.

Definition 6.17 Define the collapsing order, C, as follows.

A condition in C is of the form (p0, κ1, p1, . . . , κn, pn, H) where each κi is in Z,

(i) p0 is in Sacks(ω, κ1);
(ii) For i > 0, pi is in Sacksω1(κ++

i , κi+1), and pn is in Sacksω1(κ++
n , κ);

(iii) H is a function with dom(H) ∈ U , H(α) ∈ Sacksω1(α++, κ), and [H]U is
in the guiding generic r, where U is the normal ultrafilter fixed above.

Ordering is defined as follows: the condition (q0, λ1, q1, . . . , λm, qm, I) is stronger
than the condition (p0, κ1, p1, . . . , κn, pn, H) if

(i) m ≥ n,
(ii) For every i ≤ n, κi = λi, and qi ≤ pi,

(iii) For every i with n < i ≤ m, λi ∈ dom(H) and qi ≤ H(λi),
(iv) dom(I) ⊆ dom(H) and I(λ) ≤ H(λ) for every λ ∈ dom(I).

Let c be C-generic over V [G ∗ g].

Lemma 6.18 The forcing C makes κ into ℵω, forces 2ℵω = ℵω+2, and every
κi for 0 < i < ω (chosen by the generic c for C) becomes ℵ4i−2.

Proof. The proof uses the κ+-cc of C (ensured by compatibility of elements in
the guiding generic), and the standard properties of Prikry-type forcing inter-
mixed with collapses. For details, see [10]. �

Remark 6.19 By the setup of P , for each κi, κ
++
i of V [G ∗ g] is in V the least

strongly measurable cardinal above κi.
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Lemma 6.20 The tree property holds at each ℵ4i−2 in V [G ∗ g ∗ c], 0 < i < ω

Proof. Work in V [G ∗ g], where you can fix ji : V [G ∗ g] → Mi with critical
point κi.

Let T be a κi = ℵ4i−2-tree in V [G ∗ g ∗ c]. Work below a condition p in
c which says that κi is on the generically chosen sequence. In particular, C
factors as C<κi ×C≥κi , with the associated generics c<κi × c≥κi , where C<κi is
the product (below a condition chosen by c) Sacks(ω, κ1)× Sacksω1(κ++

1 , κ2)×
. . . × Sacksω1(κ++

i−1, κi). C≥κi is the rest of the forcing; note that C≥κi is κ++
i -

closed in the direct order relation ≤∗ (see [10]) and does not add new objects
in H(κ++

i ) of V [G ∗ g ∗ c<κi ]; in particular no κi-trees. It follows that T exists
in V [G ∗ g ∗ c<κi ].

Let us write C<κi as C<κi−1
× Cκi−1

where Cκi−1
= Sacksω1(κ++

i−1, κi); and
similarly for the generics, c<κi = c<κi−1

× cκi−1
.8 We can write ji(C<κi) as

C<κi−1
× (Cκi−1

∗ Q), where Q = Sacksω1(κ++
i−1, ji(κi)). Let q be a Q-generic

over Mi[c<κi−1 × cκi−1 ] (we need to force q over V [G ∗ g ∗ c]). Then we can lift
in V [G ∗ g ∗ c ∗ q] to

(6.43) ji : V [G ∗ g ∗ (c<κi−1 × cκi−1)]→Mi[c<κi−1 × (cκi−1 ∗ q)].

The tree T is in V [G ∗ g ∗ (c<κi−1
× cκi−1

)], and also in Mi[c<κi−1
× cκi−1

]. By
(6.43), ji(T ) is in Mi[c<κi−1 × (cκi−1 ∗ q)], and T = ji(T ) restricted o κi has a
cofinal branch in Mi[c<κi−1 × (cκi−1 ∗ q)].

Sublemma 6.21 Every cofinal branch in T which is in Mi[c<κi−1 × (cκi−1 ∗ q)]
is already in Mi[c<κi−1

× cκi−1
].

Proof. Notice that the forcing C<κi−1 × (Cκi−1 ∗ Q) is equivalent to Cκi−1 ∗
(C<κi−1

×Q) because Cκi−1
is sufficiently closed and therefore does not change

C<κi−1
. Now we are done by Product lemma 4.7, applied over Mi[cκi−1

] to
C<κi−1

andQ: C<κi−1
has the κi−1-cc, andQ is the iteration Sacksω1(κ++

i−1, ji(κi))

which satisfies κ++
i−1-fusion. �

This ends the proof of Lemma 6.20. �

The hard part of the proof is to show that the tree property holds at every ℵ4i;
we will spend the rest of the section with the proof.

Lemma 6.22 The tree property holds at each ℵ4i for i > 0 in V [G ∗ g ∗ c].

Proof. Fix µ = (ℵ4i)
V [G∗g∗c] = (κ++

i )V [G∗g] = the least strongly measurable
above κi in V .

Work below a condition in C which determines that κ1 < . . . < κi+1 are on the
generically chosen sequence.

Let us write C<κi ×Cκi for the forcing Sacks(ω, κ1)× Sacksω1(κ++
1 , κ2)× . . .×

Sacksω1(κ++
i , κi+1), where Cκi denotes the last forcing in the product. Let

c<κi × cκi denote the associated generic.

8If i = 1, we identify κ++
i−1 with the cardinal ℵ0, and Sacksω1 (κ++

i−1, κi) with Sacks(ω, κ1).
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Assume for contradiction that P ∗(C<κi×Cκi) forces there is a µ-Aronszajn tree
in the generic extension (note that, as in Lemma 6.20, if there is a µ-Aronszajn
tree in V [G∗g ∗ c], it is already forced to exist by P ∗ (C<κi ×Cκi)). Recall that
P factors as P<µ = Pκi ∗ Q̇κi followed by the tail forcing Ptail. The forcing Q̇κi
collapses µ to κ++

i . Let us denote the associated generics G<µ = G<κi ∗ gκi ,
and Gtail.

Notice that the offending tree is already in V [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × cκi)]: by the κi+1-
closure of Ptail, C<κi×Cκi is the same in V [G∗g] as in V [G<µ] and we can find
a C<κi × Cκi-name for the tree which is already present in V [G<µ] (because a
nice name for the tree is determined by a sequence of conditions in C<κi×Cκi of
length less than κi+1, and all such sequences are already in V [G<µ]). It follows
that already P<µ ∗ (C<κi × Cκi) forces there is a µ-Aronszajn tree.

Remark 6.23 The proof would be much easier if we could assume that the
Aronszajn tree is actually added over V [G<µ] by some small subforcing of Cκi
(times C<κi); however this is not true: one can show that for every δ < κi+1

(the length of the iteration of Cκi), there is a subset of µ not added before the
stage δ. Therefore we need to use a Löwenheim-Skolem type argument and work
with smaller models.

The fact that the forcing P<µ ∗(C<κi×Cκi) adds a µ-Aronszajn tree is reflected
in an elementary submodel M of H(κ̄)V , for some large regular κ̄, such that M is
closed under µ-sequences, and has size µ+. Let us identify M with its transitive
collapse. There is some ∆ < µ++ such that (P<µ ∗ (C<κi × Sacksω1(µ,∆))M

forces inside M that there is a µ-Aronszajn tree (note that in M , ∆ may be
larger than (µ++)M ).

By strong measurability of µ in V , we can choose a measure U such that the
canonical embedding derived from U sends µ above ∆.

Consider the external ultrapower of M by U . Let k : M → N be the canonical
ultrapower embedding. See Corollary 6.27 for more details about the properties
of k and for the details concerning the rest of the paragraph. Let G<µ∗(c<κi×a′)
be a P<µ ∗ (C<κi × Sacksω1(µ,∆))-generic over V (and hence also M ; note
also that by Corollary 6.27 the forcing is the same in V and M). By our
assumption, there is an Aronszajn tree T on µ in M [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)]. Now
we will successively lift k and argue that the existence of such T in M [G<µ ∗
(c<κi × a′)] is impossible.

The forcing k(P<µ)<κi is in N equal to P<κi . It follows that we can start lifting

by considering the generic G<κi for k(P<µ)<κi . At stage κi, the forcing Q̇κi
starts with the fast function forcing Fµ (note that µ = λκi in the notation of
Definition 6.5). By the paragraph before Definition 6.5, we can lift k to fµ (the
generic for Fµ), and moreover ensure that k(fµ)(µ) = ∆. It follows that at

stage µ, k(Q̇κi)µ = Ṙµ is the iteration (Sacksω1(µ,∆)). By Corollary 6.27, a′ is

(Ṙµ)G<µ generic over N [G<µ]. For future use, denote A′ = (Ṙµ)G<µ .

Now consider the iteration k(Q̇κi) in the interval (µ, k(µ)) and denote it by Ā;
let ā be any generic for Ā over V [G<µ][a′]. By standard arguments, one lifts in
V [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)][ā] to

(6.44) k : M [G<µ ∗ c<κi ]→ N [G<µ ∗ a′ ∗ ā ∗ c<κi ].
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We wish to lift one step further to

(6.45) k : M [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)]→ N [G<µ ∗ a′ ∗ ā ∗ (c<κi × k(a′))],

where k(a′) contains the pointwise image of a′ under k.

Sublemma 6.24 There exists in V [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)][ā] a k(A′)-generic over
N [G<µ ∗ a′ ∗ ā], to be denoted as a′′, which contains the pointwise image k[a′].
It follows that k lifts as in (6.45), with a′′ = k(a′).

Proof. Recall that we have lifted to k : M [G<µ]→ N [G<µ∗a′∗ā], and that every
element of the target model is of the form k(f)(µ) for some f : µ → M [G<µ],
f ∈M [G<µ]. Fix a diamond sequence 〈Sα ⊆ α× α : α ∈ cof(ω)∩ µ〉 on µ× µ,
concentrating on ordinals with countable cofinality.

We will define a′′<γ by induction on γ < k(∆), and finally set a′′ = a′′<k(∆). The
technical details are very much like in Lemma 6.9 so we limit ourselves here to
stating the main steps; for notation, refer to Lemma 6.9 as well.

We first define a′′0 . For every α < k(µ), there is some q ∈ a′ such that k(q)(0)
does not split in the interval [µ, α) (i.e. nodes with length in the interval [µ, α)
do not split). To find such q, choose some ν : µ→ µ, k(ν)(µ) > α, and construct
below any p a condition q ≤ p such that:

(i) q is the fusion limit of (〈qi : i < µ〉, 〈Fi : i < µ〉), and
(ii) For every i < µ, qi(0) does not split in the interval (i, ν(i)).

Since such q’s are dense, there is some such q in a′. By the choice of ν, k(q)(0)
does not split in the interval (µ, α); since splitting is allowed only at cofinality
ω1, there is no splitting at µ, either. So k(q)(0) does not split in [µ, α). Since this
procedure works for every α < k(µ), this construction – together with a′(0) –
determines a unique cofinal branch d0 through k(p)(0) for all p ∈ a′: let qα ∈ a′
denote the condition such that k(qα)(0) does not split in [µ, α), α > µ, then

(6.46) d0 =
⋃

α<k(µ)

tα,

where tα is the unique node in k(qα)(0) of height α such that tα|µ = a′(0).

As the second step in constructing a′′0 , we need to show how dense open sets
are met. Let D be a dense open set in k(A′)(0); then for some η with domain
µ and range in the dense open sets of A′, D is equal to k(η)(µ), restricted to
the 0-coordinate (and we assume that k(η)(µ) at the remaining coordinates is
equal to all conditions). For any r′ in A′, construct p ≤ r′ as a fusion limit of
(〈pi : i < µ〉, 〈Ei : i < µ〉), such that pi+1 meets dense open sets 〈η(i′) : i′ < i〉
with respect to all suitable sequences, defined as in Definition 6.10. Proceed
analogously as in the construction leading up to (6.39). Since such p’s are dense,
there is some such p in a′. Consider now k(p), with the k-image of the related
fusion sequence: (〈p∗i : i < k(µ)〉, 〈E∗i : i < k(µ)〉). By elementarity, one
can apply the ω-construction detailed in Sublemma 6.14, with d0 instead of b0.
In particular, at ᾱ, obtained as in Sublemma 6.14, it holds that k(p)(0)|(d0|ᾱ)
meets D.
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It follows that

(6.47) a′′0 = {p′ ∈ k(A′)(0) : ∃p ∈ a′ ∃ᾱ < k(µ) p′ ≥ k(p)(0)|(d0|ᾱ))}

is k(A′)(0)-generic over N [G<µ ∗ a′ ∗ ā].

An analogue of Sublemma 6.15 can now be formulated and proved. In particular,
if γ < k(∆) and 〈dβ : i < γ〉 are unique branches determined as d0 above, one
can define a′′<γ and dγ as follows:

(i) Given a dense open D in k(A′)(< γ), carry out the fusion construction
(〈pi : i < µ〉, 〈Ei : i < µ〉) with the fusion limit p detailed above for
k(A′)(0). By elementarity, apply the construction in Sublemma 6.15, this
time with the sequence 〈dβ : β < γ〉 instead of 〈bβ : β < γ〉. At ᾱ, if
k(p)(< γ) is thinned out to 〈dβ |ᾱ : β ∈ γ ∩ E∗ᾱ〉, then it meets D.

(ii) Choose qᾱ in a′ such that for each β ∈ γ ∩ E∗ᾱ, k(qᾱ)(< β) forces that
k(qᾱ)(β) does not split in the interval [µ, ᾱ). Such qᾱ exists by an argument
similar to the construction of the qα’s above, paying attention to 〈Ei : i <
µ〉.

The common lower bound r+ of qᾱ and p, which is also in a′, satisfies that
k(r+)(< γ)|〈dβ |ᾱ : β ∈ γ ∩ E∗ᾱ〉 is defined and meets D.

It follows that

(6.48) a′′<γ = {p′ ∈ k(A′)(< γ) : ∃p ∈ a′ ∃E ∈M [G<µ], E ⊆ γ of size < k(µ)

∃ᾱ < k(µ) p′ ≥ k(p)(< γ)|〈dβ |ᾱ : β ∈ E〉}

is k(A′)(< γ)-generic over N [G<µ ∗ a′ ∗ ā].

Finally, as in Sublemma 6.15, we argue that the genericity of a′′<γ ensures that
we can define dγ . There is a tiny point here: if γ is in k′′∆, then dγ is the
composition of a′(k−1(γ)) with the unique continuation up to ᾱ; if γ is not in
k′′∆, then k(qᾱ) on γ actually determines a unique branch in 2ᾱ. For details, see
for instance [7] which discusses lifting at a successor in the supercompactness
setting. �

By Corollary 6.27 and the fact that T can be viewed as a subset of µ, since T
is in M [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)], it follows that T is also in N [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)]. By
(6.45), T has a cofinal branch in N [G<µ ∗a′ ∗ ā ∗ (c<κi ×k(a′))]. We want argue
now that a new cofinal branch cannot be added in the extension from the first
model to the second – this would be the final contradiction because then the
branch is already in N [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)], and hence in M [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)]
(again because by Corollary 6.27, N [G<µ ∗ (c<κi×a′)] and M [G<µ ∗ (c<κi×a′)]
have the same subsets of µ), contradicting that T is Aronszajn.

Sublemma 6.25 Every cofinal branch in T which is in N [G<µ ∗a′ ∗ ā∗ (c<κi ×
k(a′))] is already in N [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)].

Proof. First notice that k(A′) is k(µ)-distributive over M [G<µ ∗ a′ ∗ ā ∗ c<κi ],
so cannot add a new branch to T . So it suffices to argue that any branch in
M [G<µ ∗ a′ ∗ ā ∗ c<κi ] is already in M [G<µ ∗ (c<κi × a′)]. Note that the forcing
P<µ ∗A′ ∗ Ā∗C<κi is equivalent to P<µ ∗A′ ∗ (Ā×C<κi). Now the result follows
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by Product lemma 4.7, applied over M [G<µ ∗ a′] to forcings C<κi and Ā: C<κi
has the κi-cc, and Ā is an iteration composed of Sacksω1(κi) and κ+

i -closed
forcings and therefore satisfies κi-fusion. �

This finishes the proof of Lemma 6.22. �

This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.1.

6.2 Some facts concerning elementary submodels and the
Sacks forcing

The Lemmas stated in this section are used in the proof of the main Theorem 6.1.
We have placed them in a separate section here to keep the proof of Theorem
6.1 as clear as possible.

Lemma 6.26 (GCH) Assume ω1 < µ = µ<µ is a successor of a regular car-
dinal. Let S be the iteration Sacks(µ, α) for some α < µ++. Let M be the
collapse of an elementary submodel of some large H(θ) (e.g. θ > µ+3) of size
µ+ which contains α as an element and is closed under µ-sequences. Denote
SM the iteration Sacks(µ, α) in the sense of M . Then SM is a dense suborder
of S and so SM and S have isomorphic Boolean completions.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on β < α.

Since M is closed under µ-sequences, all perfect µ-trees are in M , so the lemma
holds for α = 1.

To present the main idea in a simpler setting, let us first deal with the case α = 2
(we choose a proof which is unnecessarily complicated for α = 2, but carries
over to larger α). We know that S(µ, 1)M is densely embeddable to S(µ, 1),
and we would like to find such an embedding for S(µ, 2)M and S(µ, 2). Ideally,
we would like to find for each S(µ, 1)-name q̇ for a perfect µ-tree another name
which is “small” (of size µ) and fits into M . This may not hold because S(µ, 1)
has the µ++-cc, so the canonical nice names for subsets of µ may have in general
size µ+. We will show a weaker, but sufficient property: for every pair (p, q̇)
in S(µ, 2), there are r ≤ p and ṡ (a name of size at most µ) such that r forces
that q̇ is equal to ṡ. This suffices to conclude that there is a dense embedding
between S(µ, 2) and S(µ, 2)M because ṡ is in M .

We identify q̇ with a name for a subset of µ. By GCH, there is a diamond
sequence on µ. By induction on α < µ, build a decreasing fusion sequence
p = p0 ≥0 p1 ≥1 p2 ≥2 · · · of length µ using the diamond sequence and suitable
sequences (this argument is the same as in the proof of Guiding lemma 6.9); at
each nontrivial stage α < µ (stage α is nontrivial if pα+1 properly extends pα),
extend the condition to meet the dense open set

⋂
{Dβ : β < α}, where Dβ

is the set of all conditions which decide whether β belongs to q̇. Let r be the
fusion limit. Define ṡ as follows:

ṡ = {{α} ×Aα : α < µ},

where Aα contains all conditions of the form r|σ where σ is a suitable sequence
at length(σ), the stage of construction length(σ) > α was nontrivial, and r|σ
decides that α belongs to q̇.
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We argue that r forces that q̇ = ṡ. Let G be an S(µ, 1)-generic which contains
r. Suppose first that α is not in q̇G. Then G ∩ Aα must be empty because all
conditions in Aα force that α belongs to q̇.

Conversely, suppose that α is in q̇G; let w0 in G force this (we can assume that
w0 ≤ r). Let l0 be the leftmost branch of w0 and let k0 be the length of the stem
of w0. Using the diamond sequence at µ, there is some k1 > k0 and σ1 with
length k1 such that l0|k1 = σ1 (note also that σ1|k0 is the stem of w0). Note
that it holds w0|σ1 ≤ r|σ1 and r|σ1 is in Ak1 ; however it may not be true that
w0|σ1 is in G to conclude the argument. Choose w1 ≤ w0 in G such that the
length of the stem of w1 is at least k1; let l1 be the leftmost branch of w1. Using
the diamond sequence at µ, there is some k2 > k1 and σ2 with length k2 such
that l1|k2 = σ2; note that σ2|k1 is the stem of w1. Proceed in this fashion and
construct sequences 〈(wn, ln, kn+1, σn+1) : n < ω〉; make sure that all wn’s are
in G. Let kω be the supremum of the increasing sequence k0 < k1 < k2 < · · · ,
and wω the greatest lower bound of the wn’s. Note that wω is in G. By nature
of the construction, σω =

⋃
n<ω(σn+1|kn) is a suitable sequence and r|σω is

in Akω ; since wω|σω = wω ≤ r|σω is in G, the proof of the case Sacks(µ, 2) is
finished.

The general case is a straightforward generalization on the above case: assume
by induction that Sacks(µ, β)M is densely embeddable into Sacks(µ, β); we want
to extend this result to β + 1. Since M is closed under µ-sequences, we identify
Sacks(µ, β)M and Sacks(µ, β) and apply the fusion construction in the previous
paragraph (we need to work with the names now and proceed as in the Guiding
lemma 6.9).

Leta β < α be a limit ordinal, and assume that for every γ < β, Sacks(µ, γ)M

is densely embeddable into Sacks(µ, γ). Since M is closed under µ-sequences
and the support has size at most µ, the limit stages preserve the property of
existence of a dense embedding. �

Corollary 6.27 (GCH) Let α < µ++. Assume µ is measurable and this is
witnessed by an embedding j that j(µ) > α. Assume M is the collapse of an
elementary submodel of size µ+ of some large H(θ) which is closed under µ-
sequences and contains α is an element. Let P be a reverse Easton iteration
which is a subset of Vµ, has the µ-cc and forces “µ<µ = µ > ω1 is a successor
of a regular cardinal.” Let U be the normal measure derived from j. Then the
following hold:

(i) Let N be the ultrapower of M by the (external) measure U , and k : M → N
the canonical embedding. It holds that k(µ) > α.

(ii) Let G be P -generic over V (and hence also over M). Let S = Sacks(µ, α)
be defined in V [G], and let SM and SN be the relativizations of the defini-
tion to M [G] and N [G], respectively. Then S, SM , SN all have isomorphic
Boolean completions (in V [G]).

(iii) Moreover, if g is S-generic over V [G], then all subsets of µ which are in
N [G][g] are also in M [G][g], and conversely.

Proof. (i). Please consult [14] for more details about external ultrapowers
(i.e. ultrapowers by filters U ’s which are not elements of the respective models).
Note that the pair (M,U) is amenable because M is closed under µ-sequences
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and so we can take the ultrapower of M by the (external) measure U ; let N be
the ultrapower. By the σ-closure of U in the real universe, N is well-founded
(and we identify it with its transitive collapse). Note also that N = {k(f)(µ) :
f ∈ Mκ ∩M}, where k is the canonical embedding from M to N , and M and
N have the same subsets of κ. By the µ-closure of M in the real universe, all
function f : µ→ µ which are in V are also in M , and so k(µ) = j(µ) > α.

(ii). Since P ∈M and P has the µ-cc, M [G] is still closed under µ-sequences in
V [G]. As k is the identity on µ, we can identify k(P )(< µ), the iteration k(P )
up to µ, with P , and so P ∈ N . By the µ-cc of P , N [G] is still closed under
µ-sequences in M [G], and hence also in V [G]. In particular, the subsets of µ in
M [G] and N [G] coincide. Applying the argument in Lemma 6.26, which essen-
tially uses the µ-closure of the respective models, one can see that S, SM , SN

all have isomorphic Boolean completions.

(iii). Using the fusion properties of S, one can show, similarly as in Lemma
6.26, that any subset of µ can be coded modulo g with an S-name of size µ; by
the µ-closure it follows that M [G][g] and N [G][g] have the same subsets of µ.

�

7 Open questions

It is natural to ask whether the argument in this paper gives more than just
the failure of SCH at ℵω. Perhaps in the model we have constructed the tree
property holds at ℵω+2, especially when one takes into account Lemma 6.7. We
think that this is probably true, but we cannot prove it. The problem is with
the key (unnumbered) Claim in [6], top of page 487, and the relevant quotient
analysis. The proof of the Claim seems to require the full κ+++-closure of
the guiding generic forcing, and not the weaker fusion closure of our κ++-Sacks
guiding forcing (see Lemma 6.9 for the definition of the guiding generic forcing).9

Question 1. Is it consistent to have the tree property at every ℵ2n, 0 < n < ω,
and also at ℵω+2 (ℵω strong limit)?

Note that an easy variant of the above proof – which is actually much simpler
at certain places – ensures the tree property at ℵω+2 if we use a guiding forcing
of the form Sacksω1(κ+++, j(κ)). Then the key Claim in [6] goes through.
However, we pay the price of getting the tree property not at every other cardinal
below ℵω, but at cardinals ℵ2,ℵ5,ℵ7,ℵ10, . . ., i.e. we get the 3+2 pattern (the
gap 3 is caused by the guiding forcing starting at κ+++, and not at κ++).

Perhaps less interesting is to ask whether we really need the strongly measurable
cardinal above κ. After all, since we get only the failure of SCH, a (κ, κ++)-
extender embedding might suffice. We did not attempt to use this assumption
because the setup of iteration seems to force us to use the strongly measurable
cardinal above κ. However, it is worth stating it as an open question:

Question 2. Is it possible to prove the theorem with a weaker starting assump-
tion on κ?

9We thank S. Unger for bringing this point to our attention.
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Added in proof. Recently Unger showed [19] that from a huge cardinal one can
have the tree property at every ℵn, 1 < n < ω, ℵω strong limit, and GCH failing
at ℵω. The proof does not address the question whether the tree property holds
at ℵω+2 in the final model.
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